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Abstract
The phenomenon of group-escape cannot be explained by an argument
of risk dilution, applied to gregarious behaviour of passive prey whose risk
of predation is equally shared by all group members [17]. Instead, individuals at the tail of an escaping group su¤er the bulk of the group’s
predation risk, and thus have the highest incentive to desert it. Just because of this, desertion, in this case, may serve as a signal of vulnerability
for the pursuing predator. Under wide conditions it is therefore shown
that the predator is always expected to prefer the chasing of a deserter,
whenever it is observed. Consequently, an individual who …nds himself at
the tail of the herd must compare the risk of remaining there, with that
of deserting the herd and thereby becoming a likely target for predation.
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If the …rst risk is higher than the latter, the herd disperses; if the latter is
higher, the herd cohesively follows the fastest individuals in its lead (we
deal also with cases in which only part of the herd disperses). We see,
however, that the question which risk is higher, depends on the terrain,
but also on the route of escape that is decided by the fastest members
at the lead of the herd, those that are least likely to be caught. Concentrating on herds without family structure, we assume that the route of
escape is sel…shly chosen by these ad hoc leaders to minimize their own
predation risk, regardless of the others’ welfare. However, the predation
risk of the leader depends very much on the willing of other herd members to follow him, thus providing a bu¤er between him and the pursuing
predator. Consequently, when choosing an escape route, the leader has
also to consider the cohesion of the herd, i.e. the reaction of slower individuals to his choice. Under some plausible conditions, this choice may
force the herd to follow, while other conditions may lead to its dispersal.
In some cases the leader may choose a route that serves the needs of the
entire group, and sometime only its more vulnerable members. In other
cases the leader may choose a route that sacri…ces the weakest members,
thereby improving the survival probability of the others.
We employ a model of a k + 1 players game, a single predator and
k heterogeneous prey individuals. The predator aims to maximize the
probability of a successful catch, and each individual aims to minimize
his probability of being caught.
Key words: Gregarious behavior. Prey- predator games. Leadership. Routes of escape. Sel…sh herd. Sel…sh leadership. Altruistic
leadership.
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Introduction

In a previous work [14] we studied the gregarious behavior of evasive prey when
facing the danger of a predator’s attack. In the present work we study the
behavior of an already existing group of prey that is under an actual attack
of the predator 1 . Both works build on the observation of Williams [36] and
Hamilton [17] that gregarious behavior in face of predation risk (potential or
actual) is not necessarily selected to decrease the group’s toll of predation (this,
in contrast to the common previous view, e.g. of Lorenz [23], but also of later
authors, e.g. Bertram [21]). Such a behavior, often ine¢ cient from the group’s
point of view, results from the e¤ort of each prey individual to decrease his own
risk. Williams and Hamilton concentrated their studies on passive prey, where
the risk of predation is equally shared by individuals in the same location. They
succeeded in explaining the gregarious behavior on the basis of risk-dilution
(the formal term was introduced later by Dehm [11]). It was further shown by
Hamilton that when the predation risk is higher on the border of the group, the
prey’s pressure to push into the center of the herd stabilizes the herd, while at
1 The formation of the group under attack can be caused by predation alarm, but also by
other reasons, such as facilitating vigilance ([1],[2],[24]) , information sharing ([1],[2],[24]), or,
occasionally, due to concentration of food.
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the same time it facilitates predation. These arguments may not be su¢ cient to
explain the establishment and maintenance of evasive herds when the struggle
among individuals is less for a position far from the border but rather for a
position which is furthest away from the pursuing predator. Unlike the examples
given by Williams and Hamilton, this is never a struggle among equals. The
slowest members of a herd (or indeed any remaining sub-group of it) are most
likely to be the losers of this struggle. A crucial question which ought to be
answered, is what keeps them in the herd, and what can possibly keep a herd
from dispersing due to sequential desertion of its slowest and most exposed
members.
In the present work, as in our previous one, we assume that prey individuals
di¤er in speed, a slow one is more likely to be caught when targeted, and is
more likely to be targeted when in a herd. Each member of the pursued herd
should thus reconsider his decision to stay in the herd taking these probabilities
into account. This decision, as we shall see, depends both on the herd’s escape
route, and on the strategy of the pursuing predator. Together these determine
the predation risk of any individual both inside the herd and outside it, as a
solitary deserter. The predator’s strategy depends on the group’s escape route.
We assume that the choice of the escape route is made by the fastest individual
or by a number of the fastest individuals in the herd, but their decision is a¤ected
by the expected reaction to it by the predator and by the slower members of
the herd.
Most studies of animal group decisions concern situations in which decisions
are slowly evolved within the group on the basis of individual preferences, social
structure and, possibly, distribution of information within the herd, e.g. [6],
[7], [8], [9], [21], [22]. For a general overview and further references see [20].
However, when the herd is under a direct attack, any member that is not in the
lead is faced with only two possibilities: Leave the herd or follow those ahead of
him. If he stays in the herd, his escape route is inevitably determined by those
that are at the head of it. Yet, it is those ad hoc leaders that are least likely to
be preyed on. For as long as they are followed by others, they are at least partly
protected by the easier targets behind them. Moreover, except for the very last
ones in the herd, each member is protected by those behind him. It is, therefore,
only the slowest members of the herd, who may have a direct incentive to leave
it. This makes it best for the predator to home in on a solitary deserter, if he
observed any. Thus, any individual who …nds himself at the tail of the herd
faces the choice between either deserting it, thus revealing his vulnerability to
the predator, or sticking with the herd, thus becoming the most likely victim
within it. We shall see how this decision of the slowest in herd depends on the
escape strategy chosen by the leading fastest members of the herd, and how, in
turn, it a¤ects the predation risk of the latter (small as it may be): Choosing
an escape strategy that endangers too much the slowest in herd may sometime
be disadvantageous for the leader because it may lead to the eventual dispersal
of the herd.
In order to analyze this situation, we employ a k + 1 player game with a
single predator and k unequal prey individuals. We assume that, while evading
3

in a group, each prey individual can assess his own speed, as well as that of any
other member of the herd. The predator can asses only the speed of a prey he
is chasing, whether it is a solitary prey or part of a herd. The game begins with
the leading prey individual choosing a route of escape. The other members
of the herd then decide (individually) whether to follow the leader or whether
to desert the herd, and if so, when to leave. The predator decides whether to
home in on a deserter, if he detects one, or whether to continue chasing the herd.
We assume that the predator seeks to increase the probability of a successful
catch, and that each prey individual seeks to decrease his own probability of
being caught. This last assumption limits our analysis to herds without family
structure, namely, in the terminology of Hamilton [17], sel…sh herds.
Not surprisingly, we …nd that it is the slow prey individuals, who are exposed
to predation at the tail of the herd, which have a high incentive to leave the
herd, certainly higher than the fast individuals who are protected by the mere
presence of the slow ones. Consequently, we show that under quite plausible
(though not most general) assumptions, the predator will be better o¤ pursuing
a deserter, if he detects one, rather than continue the pursuit of the remaining
herd. The stability of the herd, which is crucially important to its leaders,
depends, therefore, on the availability of hiding places for the potential deserter.
When concealment is poor, the leader, who is certain to be followed by the whole
herd can behave as a dictator, he will choose an escape route to minimize his own
risk of predation. This chosen route may or may not minimize the predation toll
of the entire herd. If it happens to be optimal for the whole herd, then, following
the terminology of Hamilton [17], we call it a Seemingly Cooperative Leadership
( here we have added ‘seemingly’, to emphasize the sel…sh nature of the choice,
and distinguish it from a democratic decision). If the leader’s chosen route
does not minimize the herd’s total predation risk, we call it an Openly Sel…sh
Leadership (as above, ‘openly’, was added to emphasize the sel…sh nature of the
leader’s decision).
The situation is di¤erent when the terrain provides the potential deserter
with a better chance of hiding. The leader is forced then to consider the impact
of his choice on the other members of the herd, especially the slow ones. A
route of escape that is too dangerous for the slowest in herd may then start
a snowball e¤ect in which one by one individuals desert the herd, leaving the
leader stripped of his defense. Taking this possibility into account forces the
leader to consider the welfare of the weakest in the herd, a consideration that
is often interpret as altruistic (e.g. [21], [23]) or democratic [19]. For example,
leading to the open when cover is close by helps the predator to home in on
slower prey individuals, thereby increasing the herd’s total predation toll, but
decreasing the risk of the leader. Choosing the cover-rich route is thus often
interpreted as altruistic. It decreases the herd’s predation toll while increasing
the predation risk of the leader, relative to the case where the leader can force
the rest of the herd to follow him. But he cannot, so in some cases, as we shall
see, he is better o¤ leading to cover, thus avoiding the dispersal of the herd. We
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call this behavior a Seemingly Altruistic leadership 2 .
More surprisingly, our analysis demonstrates two further possible types of
leadership, in which the leader is better o¤ choosing an escape strategy that
maximizes both his own risk of predation, and the predation toll on the herd
instead of the alternative one which , if enforced, would be better for both.
Following Hamilton’s terminology, we term this leadership Seemingly Spiteful.
This may entail two possible extreme cases. The …rst case corresponds to a
situation in which, in order to maintain the stability of the herd, the leader
chooses an escape strategy that is excessively favorable to the slowest members
of the herd, at the expense of all the others, including himself. The second case
corresponds to an opposite situation in which, in order to focus the attention
of the predator on the weakest in the herd, the leader chooses a route of escape
that is di¢ cult to all, but impossible for the slowest to follow, thus practically
sacri…cing the weakest to the predator. In the …rst case we call it a Seemingly
Populist Leadership and in the second case we speak of an Apparently Spiteful
Leadership.
We shall demonstrate plausible conditions, under which each of the …ve sorts
of leadership is expected to be observed.

2

The Model

Consider a herd H without family structure, pursued by a single predator. The
k 2 members of the herd di¤er in their speed. Any member of the herd, except
for the fastest individual, can choose between following those ahead of him, or
leaving the herd and escape as solitary. The escape route
of the herd (or
the remaining herd) is determined by its fastest member, which, thus, becomes
its ad hoc leader. When a prey individual i 2 H (i = 1; 2; :::; k) is chased by
the predator as a solitary, its probability of being caught is pi > 0: The fastest
individual has the lowest probability and the slowest has the highest, we order
the individuals by their speed p1 p2 ::: pk , with the fastest one being the
…rst. Assume further that the same individual, when homed in by the predator
while staying in group G
H with an escape strategy a, is pi;H . The prey
individuals are assumed to be informed about their speeds. We assume that
the predator seeks to increase his probability of catching a prey, and each of the
prey individuals seeks to decrease his own probability of being caught 3
We assume that the predator can always see a group of prey, when it exists
(the entire herd, or any remaining part of it), but he observes a solitary deserter
2 Note that this term can well …t concepts as reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971) and partnership (Eshel and Shaked 2000). These, all the same, were developed to explain on the basis
of one’s own long-term advantage, behavioral patterns that are commonly referred to as altruistic. Indeed, such explanation does not preclude the possibility that this sort of behavior
re‡ect genuinely noble feelings, selected for their advantage to the individual.
3 "Seek", in this connotation, may conveniently stand for a behavioral pattern, favored by
natural selection, that determines the choice of such a strategy. No evolutionary dynamics,
however, is suggested in this work. For the evolutionary dynamics of such a pattern in the
case where all prey individuals are equal, see [10]
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only with probability 1 q > 0, that may depend on the route of escape. When
the predator observes some deserters, he must choose between pursuing the herd
or one of the deserters. Choosing to home in on a deserter, he needs a small time
> 0 (maybe a split of a second) to observe, to make his decision, and to change
his course. Once this decision is made, the predator cannot resume his chase
of the herd; regardless of whether he caught the deserter or not. A predator’s
strategy is therefore determined by the probability x that he decides to pursue
a deserter, when observed. This probability may depend on the escape route
chosen by the herd’s leader. We assume, for simplicity, that the predator’s
strategy x is independent of the group he still follows, and on his previous
decisions.
We assume that the predator can learn about the speed of a prey only by
chasing it. When he observes more than one solitary individuals at the same
time, and decides to chase one of them, he can only choose his victim at random,
with equal probabilities. Instead, chasing a group of prey, he is more likely to
home in on a slower prey, at the tail of the group, than on a faster one, closer
to the lead. Denote by i;G the probability that a predator with a strategy x ,
while choosing a group of prey G, would home in on the individual i 2 G. We
assume:
Assumption 1 Pursuing a group of prey G, the predator is sure to home in
on one of its members , i.e.
P
1)
i;G = 1:
i2G

Assumption 2 The predator is more likely to home in on a slow rather than
on a fast member of the group, i.e. for any i; j 2 G with pi > pj :
2)

i;G

>

j;G :

Assumption 3 The ratio between the predator’s probabilities of success when
homing in on a slow and a fast prey, is larger when the two are in a herd,
rather than escaping as solitaries, i.e. if i > j, then:
3)

pi;H
pj;H

pi
pj :

This is due to a hindering e¤ect exerted by the herd on individuals in its
tail, e.g. [30], and a confusing e¤ect exerted on the predator when homing
in on individuals shielded by others, e.g. [31].
Assumption 4 If a solitary j 2
= G is slower than any member in the group G,
then the predator is better o¤ pursuing it, rather than pursuing the group
G, i.e.
4) pj >

X
i2G
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i;G pi;G :

This assumption is more restrictive than the previous three, as it precludes
extreme situations, in which overcrowding makes the prey almost passive, and
renders pi;G much larger than pi . The evolution of prey’s gregarious behavior
in such a case was already well explained by Williams [36] and Hamilton [17].
Assumption 5 It is always better for a predator to pursue a group of prey
G (in which case he has larger probability to home in on slower prey),
rather than to pursue the same individuals as solitaries (in which case he
has to pick up one of them at random).
This assumption, like the previous one, is somewhat restrictive, as it precludes cases, in which the herd provides its members with some sort of passive
group defense. The emergence of gregarious behavior, in this case, is easy to
explain, and our analysis of ad-hoc leadership is indeed irrelevant to such a case.
Finally, suppose that at a given moment, it becomes preferable for more than
one member of a pursued group G to desert it. Postponing one’s desertion, in
this case, is indeed costly, with higher costs for a slower individuals. Yet, unless
for the trivial case x = 0, if it is in the best interest for two herd members to
desert at the same time, the one who postpone his desertion for the short time
interval after the other, enjoys the advantage of lower chance to be targeted
by the predator (he may be targeted only if the predator overlooks the other).
From argument of continuity it, thus, follows, that if (and therefore the risk
of postponing one’s desertion by ) is small enough (and it is assumed to be
very small), then it is advantageous to postpone one’s desertion if and only if the
other does not postpone it. This determines an asymmetric subgame of desertion
time within the group of potential deserters (actually, a discrete asymmetric
war-of-attrition, e.g. [3]). It is easy to see that one stable equilibrium of this
subgame is the one in which any potential deserter would desert in a time
lapse of exactly after …nding himself last in group, provided the predator
then still follows the remaining group . Indeed, once such a behavioral rule is
established in the population, it is advantageous for the last in herd to desert
immediately, since nobody else is expected to do it; and since he is expected
to do it, it is advantageous for anybody else to wait till he will become last
in group. Moreover, while this equilibrium requires very simple reaction of the
players to very simple information, other equilibria (i.e. desert only if you are
second from last and when it is still in your interest to desert) require strategies
that are hard to execute, unlikely to be established in the situation, and even
less so to be selected for. We therefore naturally assume:
Assumption 6 If there is a positive probability that the predator would prefer
pursuing a deserter rather than following the group, then those who choose
to desert the herd, do it one after the other, slower …rst, with a lapse of
time > 0 between them.
In the special case when for all i 2 H; pi;H = pi , we say that is a simple
escape strategy. Simple or close to simple escape strategies are typical to non
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overcrowded groups of prey, in which individuals keep close but without interfering with each other. It is easy to see that the last six assumptions are always
satis…ed by simple or close to simple escape strategies.
We show that for any escape strategy , our assumptions ensure the existence of a unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the multiple con‡ict among
the predator and the k 1 non leading prey individuals. This equilibrium determines, in turn, the predation risk R1;H of the leader who chooses the escape
strategy to minimize it. The escape strategy =
that minimizes R1;H
determines the unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the prey-predator game
, and will be referred to as the equilibrium escape strategy. Moreover, we show
that, except for negligible degenerate cases, the equilibrium of the game is strict,
hence stable, and it is the only stable equilibrium of the game.
For a di¤erent model of democratic group decisions, where individuals can
avoid decisions by leaving the group, see [19].

3
3.1

The Stable Prey-Predator Equilibrium
Predator and Non Leading Prey Equilibria

Once the leading fastest prey has chosen an escape strategy , both the predator
and the k 1 non leading prey individuals have to choose their strategies, each
seeking to maximize his own payo¤, probability of a successful catch for the
predator, and survival probability for the prey. We show that in the subgame
, thereby determined between these players, there are always two and only
two equilibria. One of the two is characterized by the predator’s strategy x = 1
of always preferring the pursuit of a deserter, and the other is characterized by
the predator’s strategy x = 0 of ignoring deserters and following the herd. We
shall see that the …rst one is subgame perfect and usually stable. The other is
neither stable nor subgame perfect.
We start by distinguishing between the cases x > 0 and x = 0. If x > 0,
then any individual i within an evading group G, who is …rst to leave it, su¤ers
a risk 1 q of being observed, a risk x to be targeted if observed, and a risk pi
to be caught if targeted. Altogether, he su¤ers a risk of predation x (1 q ) pi .
Staying, instead, in group, his risk would be i;G pi;G . He would therefore better
o¤ desert if
5)
q ) pi ;
i;G pi;G > x (1
and remain in group if the reverse of (5) holds. From this, together with (2) and
(3), it follows that if it is advantageous for some member of the group to leave
it, it is so also for any slower group-member. It then follows from assumption 6
that any deserter observed by the predator must be, at that moment, the slowest
in group. From assumption 4 it then follows that it is always better o¤ for
the predator to home in on a deserter, whenever observed. The only possible
equilibrium strategy x > 0 of the predator must, therefore, be x = 1, in which
case condition (5) for deserting the herd thus becomes:
6)

i;G pi;G
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> (1

q ) pi :

For a simple escape strategy, this becomes i;G > 1 q .
Denote by Hl = f1; 2; :::; lg the group of the l fastest members of H (l =
2; 3; ::; k). From (6) it follows that such a group is stable under the pursuit of
the predator if
7)

l;Hl pl;Hl

< (1

q ) pl ;

and unstable if the reverse of (7) holds. Consequently, if l;Hl pl;Hl > (1 q ) pl
for all l = 2; 3; ::; k, then all members of the herd H are expected to desert it
one by one, slower …rst. If, on the other hand, l;Hl pl;Hl < (1 q ) pl for some
l = 2; 3; ::; k, we denote by l the last index for which this inequality holds. We
know that the k l slowest members of the herd H are expected to desert it
one by one, slower …rst, while the remaining group Hl of faster prey individuals
would remain stable.
Remains to be considered is the case x = 0, in which the predator always
pursues the group of prey, if it exists. In such a case, a deserter that leaves
behind him a group of at least two individuals su¤ers no risk. If, on the other
hand, all non leading individuals desert at the same time, the predator observes
then k solitaries, and chases one of them at random, with equal probabilities
1=k. Consequently, we expect either all non leading group members, or all but
one to desert immediately. But from assumption 5 it follows that, remaining
in a group of two, it is better o¤ for the slowest of the two to desert as well,
only that in this case the delayed deserter would take half the risk of being
targeted by the predator, instead of the 1=k risk he would have to take over if
he were deserting without delay. Consequently, an immediate dispersal is the
best response of the prey to the predator’s strategy x = 0. On the other hand,
any predator’s strategy (x = 0 included) is a best response (in the weak sense)
to the immediate dispersal of the prey. Indeed, the strategy of the predator then
becomes irrelevant to the outcome of the game, in any case he would choose a
random victim with equal probabilities 1=k. We thus get:
Corollary 1 The predator’s strategy x = 0 determines a unique equilibrium of
the subgame a , in which the non leading prey’s strategy is to desert immediately.
As we have seen, this equilibrium is unstable, because the predator does not
lose by unilaterally shifting to another strategy. We show now that by shifting
to the strategy x = 1, the predator can induce the prey to respond in a way
that is better for him, hence the equilibrium determined by x = 0 is also not
subgame perfect (the predator should better choose x = 1 to start with):
As we already know, the prey’s best response to the predator’s strategy
x = 1 implies desertion of the slowest k l herd members one by one, slower
…rst, with the establishment of a remaining herd Hl if l > 1. This provides
the predator with a payo¤ that is higher or equal to what it would be if the
k l slowest members of the herd were dispersing at once, with equality if and
only if k l = 0; 1 (indeed, deserting one by one, slower …rst, would increase
the predator’s probability to home in on a slower prey). Moreover, as it follows
from assumption 5, this predator’s payo¤ could only diminish if, after the k l
9

slower members of the herd, the fastest l members were also spreading out,
with equality if and only if l = 0. Finally, the predator’s payo¤ would be even
smaller in case of immediate dispersal of all herd members, slower and faster
ones together (indeed, if slower individuals spread-out …rst, there is a higher
probability that the predator with strategy x = 1 would home in on one of
them). But we already know that in the case of immediate dispersal of the prey,
the predator’s payo¤ would be equal to what he would get if he were choosing
the strategy x = 0. This, as we see now, is less than what he could obtain by
choosing x = 1. We thus get:
Corollary 2 Any leader’s choice of a strategy determines a unique subgame
perfect equilibrium of the conditioned game
among the other players. This
equilibrium is characterized by the predator’s strategy x = 1 of always preferring the pursuit of a deserter, and by either the dispersal of the entire herd or
the establishment of the stable sub-herd Hl , consisting of its l fastest members
(l = 2; 3; ::; k), after the desertion of all the others. In both cases, those who
desert, do it one by one, slower …rst.
It is easy to see that whenever this equilibrium allows for at least one deserter (i.e. when l < k), and except for the degenerate case l ;Hl pl ;Hl =
(1 q ) pl , this equilibrium of the subgame is also strict, hence stable4 .

3.2

Leader’s versus Ad Hoc Leader’s Choice

We start this section by making a testable distinction between a real leader
who can force his will on the others because he is leader, and an ad-hoc leader,
who is followed by them because he happens to be at the lead of the herd. In
both cases we assume that the individual at the lead of the herd is expected to
choose the escape strategy that minimizes his own risk of predation5 . For a
real leader, this should be his predation risk 1;H p1;H , say DH , given that he
is followed by all other herd members, regardless of the route he chooses. This
is by no means guarantied to an ad hoc leader. He is expected to choose the
escape strategy =
that minimizes his predation risk R1;H , as determined
by the equilibrium of the resulting subgame
among the other players. If this
equilibrium allows for a non empty herd Hl
H, then the leader’s predation
k l
risk will be equal to the probability (q )
that the predator would overlook
the k l deserters, multiplied by the probability l;Hl that, pursuing the herd
Hl , he would home in on its leader, and the probability pl;Hl that he would
then catch it. Consequently, in this case:
k l

8-a) R1;H = (q )
4 In

l;Hl

pl;Hl :

the degenerate case l ;Hl pl ;H = (1 q ) pl , there is, instead, a stable set of
l
equilibria, in which the fastest l
1 members of the original herd remain in group, the
slowest k l desert, and the individual l deserts in any probability between zero and one.
5 This, as we recall, limits our analysis to herds without family structure.
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If, instead, this equilibrium involves the desertion of all followers then, with
the desertion of the last one, the predator (unlike in the previous k 2 desertions)
does not see anymore a herd, but rather two solitaries to target on with equal
2
probabilities. Taking into consideration the probability (q ) that he would
overlook both, the probability that he would then home in on the ex-leading
2
individual is 21 1 (q ) hence, in this case:
1
k 2
2
(q )
1 (q ) p1 :
2
Once the (ad hoc) leader chooses the escape strategy =
that minimizes
his predation risk R1;H , a unique stable, subgame perfect equilibrium of the
entire prey-predator game is obtained. We thus call
the equilibrium escape
strategy.
The equilibrium
escape strategy
may, but may not minimize the toll
P
of predation i2H i;H pi;H on the herd, nor does it necessarily minimize the
predation risk 1;H p1;H of the leader if he were sure to be followed by the others.
Denote, for convenience:
8-b) R1;H =

9-a)

1;H p1;H

= DH ,

and
9-b)

P

i;H pi;H

= TH .

i2H

Following Hamilton [17], we say that the equilibrium escape strategy represents a Seemingly Cooperative Leadership if it happens to minimize both DH
and TH . It represents an Openly Sel…sh Leadership if it minimizes DH but
not TH . It represents a Seemingly Altruistic Leadership if it minimizes TH
but not DH . Yet, we shall see that the equilibrium escape strategy cannot be
interpreted merely as a one dimensional compromise between the welfare of the
herd and that of the leader. Quite surprisingly we shall see situations in which
this escape strategy represents what we have referred to as Seemingly Spiteful
Leadership, maximizing both DH and TH . These four types of leadership cover
all theoretical possibilities. Seemingly spiteful leadership can occur when, in
order to maintain the stability of the herd, it is necessary to make some sacri…ce in favor of its most vulnerable members. It can also occur, on the contrary,
when a desertion of a slow herd member relieves the predation risk on the other,
leader included. In this case, we shall see that under certain conditions it is advantageous for the latter to choose an escape strategy that, slightly more risky
for the bulk of the herd, is unbearable for its slower member, thus forcing him
to desert and thereby become a more likely target for the predator. In the …rst
case we speak of a Seemingly Populist Leadership. In the latter one we speak of
a Apparently Spiteful Leadership. In the following examples we concentrate on
the case that the leader has just two alternatives rout of escape.
Let us …rst return to the example of a choice between escaping to the open,
op , and the alternative, c , of escaping to cover:
c provides a deserter with a
11

better chance to hide, which means
10)

q

op

< q c;

and op provides the predator with a better chance to home in on a slower prey,
which means that for any i; j 2 G H, i < j k:
op

i;G

11)

op

c

>

i;G
c

j;G

j;G

>From (1) and (11) it then follows that for all l = 2; 3; :::; k,
op

12)

1;Hl

<

1;Hl ;
c

i.e. the probability that the predator would home in on the leader is higher
under cover than in the open. Employing this, one can easily demonstrate cases
of seemingly cooperative, openly sel…sh, and seemingly altruistic leadership:
Seemingly Cooperative Leadership
c
of catching the prey under cover are su¢ ciently small,
If the probabilities pi;H
l
then it is easy to see that c is indeed theP
equilibrium escape strategy. It also
minimizes both DH = 1;H p1;H and TH = i2H i;H pi;H , hence it represents a
Seemingly Cooperative leadership. r
For the next two examples, assume that both op and c are simple escape
op
c
= pi . Again from (1) and (11) we get:
= pi;H
strategies, i.e. pi;H
13)THop =

X

op

i;H pi >

i;H pi
c

= THc :

i2Hl

i2Hl

c

X

This, together with (12), means that op represents an openly sel…sh, and
represents a seemingly altruistic leadership.

Openly Sel…sh Leadership
Assume both c and op guarantee the stability of the herd (i.e. 1 q op >
op
c
q c > k;H
). From (8-a), (8-b) and (12) it then follows that
k;H and 1
op
op
c
c
R1;H = 1;H p1 < 1;H p1 = R1;H
, hence the Openly Sel…sh strategy op is the
equilibrium escape strategy chosen by the leader. r
Seemingly Altruistic Leadership
op
c
Let 1 q c > k;H
, but 1 q op < l;H
for all l = 2; 3; :::k. Escaping to
l
cover then guarantees the stability of the herd H, while escaping to the open
k 2
2
op
results with its total dispersal, hence R1;H
= 12 q op
1
q op
p1 and
c
c
c
R1;H = 1;H p1 . But the only assumption made till now on 1;H (the probability
of homing in on the leader when leading to cover) is that it should be small
op
c
(though larger than the probability 1;H
is su¢ ciently small,
). Thus, if 1;H

12

op
c
, and c is then the equilibrium escape strategy, representing
then R1;H
< R1;H
a Seemingly Altruistic Leadership. r
In order to characterize cases of seemingly populist and apparently spiteful
leadership, we assume now a group of prey G that follows an escape strategy ,
and ask how the behavior of an individual i 2 G a¤ects the predation toll on the
rest of the group. As long as i remains in group (given that all others do it), the
probability that the predator would home in on another member of it is indeed
1
i;G . If, instead, i deserts the group, then the probability that the predator
would home in on the those who remain is equal to the probability q that he
will overlook the deserter. Consequently, the desertion of the individual i would
increase (decrease) the predation toll on the rest of the group if i;G > 1 q
( i;G < 1 q ). But, given that is a simple escape strategy, it follows from (6)
that the individual i 2 G would be better o¤ leaving the group if i;G > 1 q ,
and staying in it if i;G < 1 q .

Corollary 3 For any individual in a herd that follows a simple escape strategy
it is advantageous to desert the herd if by doing so he increases the risk of homing
in on the others, and it is disadvantageous for him if by doing so he decreases
the risk of homing in on the others.
Using this corollary we see that seemingly populist leadership can emerge
when it is in the best interest of the slowest in group to leave it, and it is in the
best interest of the leader to invest in order to prevent his desertion. Apparently
spiteful leadership can emerge when it is in the best interest of the slowest in
herd to remain in it, and it is in the best interest of the leader to invest in order
to cause him to leave the herd. In both the following examples we assume, for
simplicity, that the leader can choose between a simple escape strategy , and
a single, non simple alternative , with q = q = q (a plausible assumption if
both take place in the same terrain).
Seemingly Populist Leadership
Let l;Hl > 1 q for all l = 2; 3; :::; k . This, as it follows from (6), leads to
the desertion of all herd members. From Corollary 3 we know that each such
desertion increases the homing in probability on the remaining group, hence the
homing in probability on the leader mast then be larger than what it would be
if the herd remained intact. Since
is a simple escape strategy (in which the
homing in risk is proportional to the risk of predation), this means R1;H >DH .
Suppose that the alternative strategy slightly increases the predation toll on the
herd, when intact (i.e. TH > TH ), but divides the predation risk more equally
among its members, so that k;H pk;H < k;H pk . If k;H is su¢ ciently close to
(though still larger than) 1 q, then even if the choice of
leads to a small
decrease in the predation risk of the slowest in herd, it may be su¢ cient to assure
the condition k;H pk;H < (1 q) pk for the stability of the herd. The predation
risk of the leader, if choosing , would then be R1;H = DH . This value, even
though necessarily larger than DH , can still be smaller than the larger value
R1;H . In this case
must be the leader’s equilibrium strategy. Yet TH > TH
13

and DH > DH , hence represents a Seemingly Spiteful Leadership, in this case
of helping the weak, a Seemingly Populist one 6 . r
Apparently Spiteful Leadership
Contrary to the previous case, assume now that the (simple) escape strategy
guarantees the stability of the herd H and all sub herds Hl of it. From Corollary
3 we know that in this case any desertion from H, inevitably unfavorable for
the deserter, would decrease the homing in probability on the rest of the herd.
It is reasonable to assume that, at least in some cases, it would decrease the
probability of homing in on the leader. Assume that a shift from to would
only a¤ ect the predation risks pi , so that for all i 2 H,
14) pi;H

pi ;

with sharp inequality for i = k (i.e.
is a more risky for the slower in herd).
Large enough value of pk;H would indeed guarantee the desertion of the slowest
in herd. In such a case, if (14) is satis…ed as equality for all i < k, then
this desertion would decrease the predation toll on the rest of the herd and, as
assumed, the risk of the leader. From a continuity argument it follows that this
remains true even if for all i = 1; 2:::k, (14) would become a sharp inequality,
provided the pi;H -s are su¢ ciently close to the pi -s (i.e. the escape strategy
endangers mainly the slowest in herd, but it slightly endangers other herd
members, including the leader). In such a case,
would still be the leader’s
best strategy. Yet, employing (9-a) and (9-b), and the sharp version of (14) we
get DH > DH and TH > TH , hence the escape strategy represents, again, a
Seemingly Spiteful Leadership, in this case of harming the weak, an Apparently
Spiteful one r.
Such an escape strategy can be demonstrated by risky maneuvers (e.g. by
‡ocks of starlings) that are slightly dangerous for fast members of the herd, and
substantially more so for the slower ones, who …nd it di¢ cult to follow them.
Forced to abandoned the herd, these weaklings are likely to attract the predator
and thereby relieve the predation toll on the other (see, for comparison, [38]).

4

Summary and Discussion

Escaping in a group is advantageous for those individuals that are not in the
rear of the group. They are partly shielded from behind by others who follow
them. A crucial question is why the last in group still follow those that are
ahead of them. As suggested in this work (see also [13], [14]), the answer to
it is built in the very question: since the slowest in group are the only ones
with an immediate incentive to desert, their very act of desertion may signal
6 More apparent are cases in which the entire herd has been occasionally observed returning
to harass the predator, e.g. [34]. Yet, since harassment quite generally entails at least potential risk to the predator, a thorough analysis of this phenomenon may require some further
extension of the present model.
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weakness to the predator. In fact, under wide range of plausible conditions, it
was shown that by picking up a deserter, when one is detected„ the predator
can guarantee his homing in on a relatively slow victim. This …nding agrees
with well established observations of predators who concentrate their attack on
a single, isolated prey, a phenomenon that has been traditionally explained on
the basis of the relative ease in which the predator can takeover a single prey
(e.g. [2], [23], and [34]). While this may be true for a predator pursuing a
herd of bu¤aloes who may turn to defend their companion, this is an unlikely
case when the prey is a herd of gnus or antelopes. Alternatively, we suggest
that being isolated from the group is not a passive mistake of a group member.
It represents, more likely, the optimal choice of a given individual, at a given
moment, between staying at the rear of the group and revealing one’s weakness
by deserting it7 The analysis made in this work indicates that the question
of which of the two choices is more risky depends, among other things, on the
accuracy of the predator in choosing a victim within the group, and on his ability
to detect a deserter outside it. We have further seen that if a group-member
prefers to desert it, then any slower member would do so, and if an individual
prefers to remain in group then any faster member of the group will also prefer
to stay. We have shown, under quite plausible conditions, that at any moment
of the pursuit, the only prey individual that may be better o¤ leaving the group
is the one who, at that moment, …nds himself last in group. Consequently, if
not all members of the group desert it, then those remaining in group are its
fastest members.
As we have seen, the combination of group-escape with predator’s tendency
to home in on a single deserter, is advantageous to all but the slowest group
members. Regardless of what these slow members do, they are anyhow doomed
to take over the bulk of the predation toll. The behavior adopted by the predator
and all prey individuals except for the slowest, can therefore be interpreted as a
hedonic coalition against the latter (see [14] for more details). Yet we see that
these slowest members may not always be limited to the role of just passive
victims. Quite often they play a crucial role in in‡uencing the herd’s route of
escape, to their own bene…t. While at any step of the chase, the decision to
desert or to stay in group depends on the hunting accuracy of the predator
when homing in on the group, and on the chance of a single prey individual to
escape his attention as a deserter, these two factors often depend, in turn, on
the route of escape followed by the group. For example, escaping to the open
renders it easier for the predator to detect a deserter and home in on him. It
was therefore shown that in some (though not in all) situations, adopting such
route of escape, even if increasing the toll of predation on the entire group,
makes it disadvantageous for the last in group to desert it, hence it assures the
stability of the evading group. This means that the leading fast members of the
group are then sure to be protected by slower individuals that follow them. But
these leading individuals are exactly those that determine the group’s route of
7 Note that members of the non evading sel…sh herd, as described by Hamilton ([17] and
references there), always react to the risk of predation by pushing in, to the convenience of
the predator.
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escape. Assuming that they choose this route according to their sel…sh interest
of maximizing their own survival probability, it is therefore a not a surprising
result that under given situations, these ad hoc leaders are expected to prefer
an escape to the open, even if thereby increasing the predation toll on the herd
(the situation is indeed di¤erent in small groups with a family structure, see
[16], [18]. For a somehow di¤erent approach, see also [12]). But what if it is not
in the best interest of other group members to follow them (i.e. if the risk to
the last in herd is then too high)? This, as we see, makes a clear demarcation
between a leader who can force his will on others, and what we refer to as ad
hoc leader. The latter, as it was shown, would be better o¤ refraining from
adopting a too openly sel…sh behavior that may cause the desertion of other
group members. Taking this into consideration, we have seen that, out of pure
sel…sh motivation, an ad-hoc leader may better o¤ choosing an escape route
that would otherwise (i.e. if sure to be followed by others) increase his own risk
of predation. This route may either increase of decrease the predation toll on
the entire herd.
Following the terminology of Hamilton [17], we therefore distinguish between
four possible sorts of ad hoc leader’s behavior, according to the e¤ect of this
behavior on both the predation toll on the entire herd, and the predation risk
of the leader himself, if followed by the others.
In the simplest case, where there is no con‡ict of interest between leader and
followers, the ad hoc leader’s best route of escape was easily shown to minimize
both his predation risk, and the predation toll on the entire herd. In such a
case we have used the term Seemingly Cooperative Leadership. Here the word
"seemingly" was added because we know that in any case, the behavior of the
ad hoc leader (as well as of all other participants of the con‡ict) is sel…sh.
The possibility that an escape strategy adopted by a group of prey is not
necessarily the one that minimizes the predation toll on it, may be demonstrated
by the observation that …nches, escaping to cover, su¤er a predation risk that is
lower than that of the faster and more maneuverable starlings that lead to the
open (Amotz Zahavi, personal communication). Indeed, escaping to the open
renders it easier for the predator to detect slower members of the herd, thereby
increasing the predation toll on the entire herd, but decreasing the predation
risk of its faster members, leader included. We referred to the choice of such
an escape strategy as to Openly Sel…sh Leadership. It was shown to be chosen
when the risk of desertion is too high (i.e. when the terrain o¤ers a too poor
cover), and the leading individual is therefore sure to be followed regardless of
the route of escape he may choose.
Yet in other cases, a route of escape that is too risky for whoever …nds himself
at the tail of the group, may lead to its dispersal, with an apparent disadvantage
to ad hoc leaders. This is likely to account for escape strategies, often observed
in nature (e.g. …nches escape to cover), that are traditionally explained on the
basis of group’s welfare: They indeed decrease the predation toll on the group,
seemingly on the expense of its leading fastest members. We referred to such
escape strategies as to Seemingly Altruistic Leadership, yet we explain them on
the basis of sel…sh interest of the leader to maintain the stability of the group.
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In some cases, it was further shown that the ad hoc leader’s best route
of escape is, surprisingly, just the one that maximizes both his own predation
risk, and the predation toll on the entire herd. In this case, still following
the terminology of Hamilton, we speak of a Seemingly Spiteful Leadership. We
have seen that this is possible in one of two extreme cases: The …rst one was
shown to occur when some extra help to the most vulnerable members of the
herd is required in order to maintain the stability of the group, even if thereby
increasing not only the predation risk of the leaders, but also the predation toll
on the entire group. In this case we speak of a Seemingly Populist Leadership.
The other case may occur when, just on the contrary, a route of escape that is
slightly dangerous to all, but mainly to the slowest in herd, forces the latter to
desert, thereby revealing himself as a preferred target for the predator, to the
relief of the others. In such a case we speak of a Apparently Spiteful Leadership.
The results demonstrated in this work are based on a study of an analytical
model that, as such, cannot cover all natural versions of the con‡ict in question.
In most natural situations, it is still hard to tell seemingly altruistic leadership
from a real one, based on hidden kin selection [16], [18], or e¤ects of group selection [12 [25], [37] (these, however, cannot explain the more extreme cases of
populist leadership); Nor can we prove that the complex maneuvering of starlings really represents a spiteful leadership, rather than being aimed to confuse
the predator [31]. As mentioned by an anonymous referee, the predictions of
our model might have been di¤erent if we allowed simultaneous initiations of
escape in di¤erent directions. Preference of other group members to follow a
more seemingly altruistic route may then introduce an apparent deviation from
the predictions of our model toward more democratic way of decision-making,
suggested by Kerth [19]. A crucial question, in this case, is whether the initiation of a seemingly altruistic route of escape, even if followed by others, can
be a preferable strategy for a relatively fast individual, whose interest may not
be much di¤erent from that of the fastest in group. Following the openly selfish ad hoc leader would leave him reasonably protected by a tail of followers.
Initiating, instead, an alternative, seemingly altruistic route of escape, would
force him to more equally share his predation risk with his slower followers, an
apparent disadvantage for a relatively fast individual. But then, if an initiation
of a seemingly altruistic route of escape is restricted to slow group members,
then the best predator’s strategy should, most likely, be to follow any seemingly
altruistic branch of the group. Yet it might be interesting to study more carefully a range of parameters for which the possibility of double initiation may
introduce some bias toward a more democratic behavior of the group.
We maintain, though, that any analysis of a con‡ict, involving predator and
an evasive group of prey, should take into consideration the fact that the route
of escape of such group is inevitably determined by those who …nd themselves in
its lead; that these individuals are the least likely to be preyed on; that sticking
to the group is still advantageous for the "silent majority" of prey individuals
that …nd themselves neither in the lead, nor in the rear of the group; and that
the coherence of the group, hence the safety of its ad hoc leaders, therefore
depends on the incentive of those that remain last in group to stick to it.
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